Corrigendum—1
In Tender Document
"TENDER FOR ORTHOPAEDICS DEPARTMENT"
24/Ortho/64(1)/2014-Rish (Admin)

After pre-bid meeting on 16-10-2014 at 04:00 PM, the committee recommends for following modification (deletions/additions/replacements) in Tender Enquiry No.F.No. 24//Ortho/64(1)/2014-Rish (Admin) related to "Tender for Orthopaedics Departments":-

High speed pneumatic drill for Ortho and Spinal Application:

For: ii. Power should be 144 Watts at 120 psi
Read as: Power should be 144 Watts at 120 psi or Torque should not be < 61 Nm-m

For: iii. Torque should not be <61 mN-m
Read as: added in above point

For: iv. Weight of the motor should be more than 150 gm, length should not more than 6.50cm & diameter not more than: 1.55cm
Read as: length of motor should not be more than 7.6 cm and diameter not more than 1.7 cm

For: xvi. Sound level not more than 76dB @ 80000rpm @ 120 psi/8 bar
Read as: it should be not more than 90db @ 80000rpm

For: xxii. System should have 9cm and 14cm long straight attachments with 3.0mm, 4.0mm, 5.0mm diameter ball fluted tools 10nos each to be quoted.
Read as: length should be in range 8 to 10 and 13 to 15 cm long straight.

For: xxiii. System should have 9cm and 14cm long angled attachments with 3.0mm, 4.0mm, 5.0mm diameter ball diamond tools 10nos each to be quoted.
Read as: length should be in range 8 to 10 and 13 to 15 cm long angled.

For: xxiv. System should have micro telescopic attachments less than 5 mm in dia, 12cm long Straight, curved and 15cm long hooded with telescopic base for Endoscopic applications along with 2.5 mm Dia Match Head and 3.0 mm Dia Match head diamond 5 nos each for both tube lengths should be quoted.
Read as: micro telescoping attachments with less than 7 mm dia, length should be in range 16-18 cm for Long straight and 16-18cm long angled and with match head/neuro head/ onion head should be added as all the three means same

For: Optional: Bone mill attachment with consumables (5nos.) should be quoted.
: Metal cutting attachment along with 1.6mm & 3.0mm diameter carbide tools (5 each) should be quoted.
Read as: in place of optional preferable to be mentioned

Page number 20 to 23 should be either to be removed or should come under preferred details as same details for drill is mentioned from page number 18 and 19
Addition point
System should have US FDA/European CE certificates